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The Nook: Law Library News by Virginia Tucker
Libraries:

raucous clubhouses for controversy and community

―It's funny that we think of libraries as quiet demure places where
we are shushed by dusty, bun-balancing, bespectacled women. The truth is libraries are raucous clubhouses for free speech, controversy and community. Librarians have stood up to the Patriot Act, sat down with noisy toddlers, and reached
out to illiterate adults. Libraries can never be shushed.‖ - Paula Poundstone
Librarians:

magicians and healers

―I see librarians as healers and magicians. Librarians can tease out of inarticulate individuals enough information about what they are after to lead them on the
path of connection.‖ - Anne Lamott

The President’s Column
By Doug Robertson

“New Lawyers/
Old Dogs”

Receptionist -- -- ―Tim Slater is on the phone.‖
Doug -- -"Slate, what's up?‖
Tim -- -"Hey old guy, what happened 25 years ago tomorrow?"
Doug -- -"No idea, was I there?"
Tim -- -"We graduated from law school."
Tim and I then jawboned for awhile about law school antics and how crappy it was studying for the Bar.
If you run into Tim, ask him about climbing 8 flights of stairs because of burning popcorn. Better yet, ask him
about the freezer full of dead animals he brought to the law school. Believe it or not, he is not a bad cook (not
vegetarian). Caution--take with a grain of salt anything he says about me: I would never do such things.
That conversation was quickly followed up by being able to organize the New Lawyer Program for the hardy
souls that had passed the Bar this Winter and were to be sworn in as members of the Bar.
Now before digging into our story, we all should be proud because I understand that we are the only local Bar in the state to maintain a live local program for new admittees. But takes effort from the Bar officers
and the volunteers to do this twice year, everyone involved agreed that having him in person was 100 times
better than watching yet another video feed. So if you are ever asked to help in this process, please lend a hand.
(Continued on page 3)
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So in setting this program up, I had the opportunity to talk with a number of people from the State Bar
Association, review an awful lot of Bar generated manuals, and then talk with a number of lawyers about what
they thought would be important for new lawyers to know about the profession. Thanks to everyone who
talked with me about the program. Special thanks to Brad Swanson, Simi Jain and Phil Buri for helping out as
presenters.
All of this gave me great pause to wonder what it takes to survive and excel in what is a very challenging profession. Here are the main thoughts of the people I worked with.
1.
Be honest: everyone I spoke to and every manual the Bar produced, reiterated this point over and
over again. Our word is our bond. It is the foundation of our reputation and success in the profession. Naturally, difficulties arise in what was said and meant, but the spirit must always remain the same. In fact, one
commentator stated that the continuing spirit of honesty is what differentiates what we do from being a profession as opposed to a business.
It was refreshing to hear this point stated by each of the presenters. It was also invaluable for the participants to hear each presenters’ response to the question of how to be honest and yet a zealous advocate. I could
see in their faces that this concept is a challenge to be learned and balanced.
2.
Be a good communicator: everyone raised this point and came back to the foundation of being a good
communicator -- -- listen well. As lawyers, were all happy to speak (often speak at length). But the foundation
of good communication is listening to the other party and responding appropriately. How many times have you
been working with either client or attorney and been amazed that the "other side" simply isn't listening to what
you are saying. We all shared stories of how this important link in the profession is so often missing.
One of the new admittees shrugged during this discussion and then said what so hard about that. A great
dialogue followed with people voicing different opinions as to what listening really meant and whether or not
people really do it. There were very strong opinions that "everyone else" doesn't seem to listen. All of us were
all brought up short when one of them said: "Maybe, if we look in the mirror, "everyone else" includes us."
Pretty smart for a brand-new lawyer.
3.
Draw professional boundaries:
the Bar addresses this as means to limit stress. Phil colored this topic
as keeping one's sanity. I think a it as balancing life to a happy medium. But the end result is the same. To be
an effective lawyer in the long run, you must be good to yourself and to your family. We are in a profession
based upon adverse relationships. It takes great patience, skill, and a calm wit to survive. One of the new admittees asked what that really meant. I didn't have a good answer other than you have to go out and have fun
enough to stay happy.
4. Be open to change:
unfortunately, the new admittees got stories of "when I started prac
tice…" and not just from me. But these details included fading memories about Wang word processors, fax
machines being brand-new, and Westlaw just starting up its computer research (remember how long a search
would take?). You will have to ask Daugert or Belcher about mimeographs and carbon copy paper.
We jointly thought ahead 25 years to anticipate what technological changes they (we) will have to accommodate-- no more books???, constant and immediate communication, exponentially increasing volumes of
information, and endless regulations. Given the wide variety of budget constraints, will there even be physical
courtrooms? Or will we have Skype 4.0 running virtual courtrooms. How will we all keep up with these
changes while maintaining the profession? Adaptation is the key. It isn’t just about moving the cheese, but
moving how you practice.
But the more important discussion was about the changes each individual will have to accommodate
during their career. Each of them talk about the fields of law that they are interested in. I had each of the pre-
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senters explained to pass their career had followed and what different areas they had evolved through. Think of
how your career path changed from swearing in to today. All of our practices have evolved and changed. Their
careers will (voluntarily or involuntary) almost certainly change countless times over their career. You might
become burned out in a specific field of law, you might have a client come in that gives you work in a newly
expanded field, or the field you like working in simply dries up (such as real estate development in today's
economy). We talked about being forced into new or way from old fields of practice because of new statutory
requirements—such as the possibility of medical malpractice being replaced by something akin to state run
workers compensation. Though shocked by the idea, everyone had to agree that such a change would require a
drastic retooling of a significant portion of the legal profession. The concept was clear that they had to be able
to accept change.
So the question for all of us is how we will adapt for the remainder of our careers—kicking and screaming that ―I ain’t getting’ no damn Blackberry‖ or letting our kids show us how to text?
Not everything was so serious. I enjoyed their stories about law school trials and tribulations. Boring
professors, out of date lectures, being grilled in class after not reading the material, endless hours of outlining
and crashing frat parties. Also the mandatory sweaty palms, upset stomach, and sleepless nights studying for
the Bar. Towards the end, I heard idle banter between 2 of the new admittees that they were so glad they were
done and they were finally lawyers. Being an old dog, I have learned to keep by mouth shut at least some of the
time. So right then, I didn't have the heart of the guts to tell him that the truly hard (yet rewarding) part of the
process was for them to about to begin.
Now, about Slates cooking: he has the rustic ability to take about any animal part, (preferably from an
animal that he has killed), season it with whose knows what, throw it and a pan with butter, avoid having attach
on fire and produce really good food. His clam chowder is really delicious, at something you could never tell
your cardiologist about.

Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer

~By Rajeev!

APOLOGY:
Okay, so I had a lot of letters in response to last month’s ramblings… quite a
few upset readers. So first, I would like to issue an apology: I hereby apologize to all members of the
world’s oldest profession for comparing them to attorneys. Good, that’s done.
Oh, also, I heard that someone flaked out on their Law Advocates commitment despite my warnings. Look, IF YOU ARE GOING TO FLAKE OUT ON LAW ADVOCATES, arrange your own substitute– it saves our local non profit a lot of effort and scrambling at the last moment.

“Religion and Business Formation”
(Disclaimer: Doing a lot of time-consuming motion practice this month, so you will have to endure something
more serious and less rambly, which actually takes less time to write.)

One thing about having a practice that involves a lot of business formation is that you encounter
a wide range of client desires that deviate from the standard demand for a simple LLC or a Corporation. I’ve mentioned before that I work with a fairly diverse client base, probably as a result of the gen(Continued on page 5)
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eral racial homogeneity of the Whatcom Bar and my proximity to
the border. Consequently, I have a fair share of Sikh, Hindu and
Muslim business owners as clients. Additionally, I have a handful of very orthodox/fundamental Christian business clients. Religion in general, has often had a historical proscription against
unfettered business practices. From the barring of usury by Jesus
and Mohammed, to Vedic ethical guidelines laid out in the duties
of Hindus to pursue Artha (meaningful material prosperity),1 to
Rabbinical study of Judaic business practices, 2 to the teachings
of Cai Shen in the early Qin Dynasty as it applies to traditional
Chinese religion, for those who hold religion foremost in their
life, business formation and practice can be strongly influenced.
Consequently, these clients require more attention in forming their business guidelines and formation documents than my
standard business clients need. As this is one of the very few services I do on a fixed fee basis, these
clients certainly get their money’s worth; when it comes to religiously compliant contract drafting
though, they have to pay extra. By and large, however, post-enlightenment civilization banished the
Judeo-Christian moral values from the realm of business in Europe and the Americas by the 18th century, and by economic necessity and colonialism, secular formal corporate-entity governance has
crushed other transnational business modalities. There is good economic reason for this, at least statistically speaking.
The rise of business ―entities‖ treated like individuals under the law to limit liability, yet give
creditors recourse, has been credited as the engine of Occidental economic dominance. 3 Indeed, ―the
idea of corporate personhood goes a long way to explaining why the West pulled ahead of the Muslim
world from the 16th century onwards. Muslim business groups were nothing more than temporary agglomerations which dissolved when any partner died or withdrew. Legal personhood gave Western firms
longevity.‖ 3 I find this thesis very interesting… given how the rise of the LLC entity very much parallels the structure of these classic Islamic business groups; while the ease, flexibility and simplicity of
LLCs are attractive to clients, we may want to ask if, given their fragile member-tied nature, if their
rapid promulgation is good for society in the long run.
Likewise (and this is a topic I come across in my practice) the closely and jointtenancy-like nature of traditional Hindu (including Sikh) business entities and mindsets have been contrasted with Islamic business entities which often follow clear rules
of corporate governance and dissolution upon the death of a partner, as a contributing
factor to the robust nature of India’s domestic market when contrasted with it’s fraternal twin Pakistan’s halting economy. This, however, becomes a personal problem for
me as I try to describe to some of my clients the necessity of entity formalities and
why ―Piercing the Corporate Veil‖ is not a pleasant thing. Religion is always an interesting beast when it crosses paths with business– while we do not yet have, that I
know of, formal interest-free Christian or Islamic banking institutions physically pre(Continued on page 6)
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sent in Whatcom County, such innovations will undoubtedly give lawyers further new and exciting
things to think about in assisting in their formation.
Then again,
even without business
entities being effected
by religion, religion
does clearly have some
correlation each person’s statistical likelihood in terms of quantitative socio-economic
standing. The graph
here 5 measures the %
of religious populations in the USA (as
well as the general
population and secularists) that earn over
$75k and the % that
are college graduates.
The author
points out that ―Many
factors are behind the discrepancies among religions, but one stands out. The relationship between
education and income is so strong that you can almost draw a line through the points on this graph. Social science rarely produces results this clean.‖ 6 Given the easy availability of federal loans set aside
for education, I might surmise that religious culture has a large part to play in either 1.) the value of
education, or 2.) the value of taking on calculated debt/risk.
Like it or not, clients do not fit pre-cut molds and present themselves with unique perspectives
on how wealth, business and even your relationship with them should be handled. Trying to shoehorn
each of them into ―standard-form boilerplate‖ business entities, contracts and practices may be in your
best interest, but it is not always in the client’s best interest.
Endnotes
1— Not directly related, but I found an interesting article on Hindu Business Management in the
Washington Post, with the fascinating quote: "The standard Western management principle is 'If
you can't measure it, you can't manage it,' ... ‘In [Hindu] ethos, 'if you measure it, you destroy
it'."
2— Interesting brief article on Jewish business ethics.
3— Personal note: I find this trend of treating of corporations as ―individuals‖ for purposes
other than for contract & liability, ridiculous and ethically dangerous.
4— Schumpeter: ―Peculiar people,‖ The Economist, Mar 24th 2011.
5— David Leonhardt: ―Is Your Religion Your Financial Destiny?,‖ New York Times, May 11,
2011.
6— Id.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - Nancy at 647-1916, ext. 112; Or email
nancy@hollanderinvestments.com 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Conference Room available
for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!

Adoption Services Provider
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent
adoptions. JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW. 25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com
Great Bedroom Set - $200 Perfect for setting up a home; includes bed frame and headboard; dresser
with full set of drawers with full mirror attached; and a smaller nightstand with drawers. Makes any
bedroom look beautiful! In good condition with beautiful faux-mahogany finish, well cared for and in
storage– attorney owner had to move. Held in trust by Rajeev. 206-214-5177.
The Best Location for attorney, Office for lease: Across the street from the Court House.
1500sf. $1.30 p/sf + NNN(W/S, INS, PROPERTY TAX. 3 OFFICES,+ 3 OPEN DIV. OFFICES STORAGE RM W/SHELVES, COUNTER TOP W/SINK + CABINET. CENTRAL HEATING/AIRCON,
skylight , private parking space available, 5 years no increase rent base.
Address : 217 prospect St. Bellingham, Right next to Bail -Bond Company.
Please contact us 360-734-8127, Attention: Jung or Erin at Attorney Matthew W. Peach's law office.
Firm Seeks Associate
Established Bellingham/Mount Vernon firm seeks experienced family law associate attorney. Should
have at least 3 - 5 years recent Washington experience. No applications considered without some family
law experience. Salary 60 to 85K, DOE + benefits. Send resumes to Lori @ Tario & Associates, 119 N.
Commercial St. #1000, Bellingham, WA 98225, or fax: (360) 733-7092 or email Lgillies@tariolaw.com.
Looking for Non-Profit Board Members with Legal Background
Whatcom Counseling and Psychiatric Clinic, the largest provider of comprehensive mental health services to the low-income residents of Whatcom County, is looking for one or more dedicated new board
members with a legal background. No, we’re not in trouble (!) – just looking for some board members
who understand the importance of the services we provide to this community and can bring the razorsharp thinking and unique perspective that only a legal background provides. Please contact Dave
Kleiber, WCPC Board president at dkleiber@caplink.org to discuss your interest and I’ll tell you more
about the organization and board responsibilities. Most of us don’t have to think too long to identify
someone we know who struggles with mental health issues. Help us to ensure that quality counseling
services are available to everyone in our community regardless of their income.
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Nancy C. Ivarinen
would like to announce:

The commencement of her new private practice, focusing on real estate,
leases, contracts, construction liens,
collections, evictions, family law and
small estate matters.
Nancy C. Ivarinen
119 N. Commercial Ave. #430
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 398-3525
nancy@ncilegal.com
www.ncilegal.com
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ACROSS THE LINE:
By Scott Railton
Tel: (360) 671-5945

BORDER & IMMIGRATION UPDATE
Cascadia Cross-Border Law
ton@americanlaw.com
Fax: (360) 676-5459

srail-

www.americanlaw.com

WWU’s Fairhaven College, AILA, and OneAmerica Hold Successful Citizenship
Day. Whatcom County does pro bono well. Add to the many other programs another
successful Citizenship Day on April 16th at Fairhaven College. Approximately 10 attorneys and 25 non-attorneys assisted over 40 clients with their naturalization applications, in one of three state sites. Students received credit for their volunteer effort, and
immigration attorneys generously contributed their Saturday to advise families on taking the final step in the immigrant journey. Citizenship Days have been held on three
days at nine different locations this past year, including Bellingham and Mount Vernon.
State Immigration Laws Continue to Flounder. In March, Utah passed a law which
required police to check the citizenship status of any person arrested for a felony or
Class A misdemeanor, and affirmatively empowered officers to also check citizenship
status in relation to traffic infractions. In May, the law was held unconstitutional in
federal court, as preempted by federal law.
The ruling is yet another in a line of federal court rulings which basically affirm that
immigration is a federal concern. Arizona is the most famous example, where the 9 th
Circuit recently upheld the injunction of SB 1070, which is similar to the Utah measure. Georgia is set to enact a similar law, and which will surely also be challenged.
Notably, reports are the tourism industries of both Georgia and Arizona are feeling a
backlash from the laws. One Visitor’s Center official from Tuscon was quoted as saying, ―There is no doubt there is a lingering effect.‖
President Obama Pans to Hispanic Vote. The 2012 race to the White House has begun. Maybe it began four years ago. Whatever the case, President Obama has taken
spoken out on immigration, and he is pointing squarely at the Republicans as the holdup to reform. And that is politics, especially with the increasingly important Hispanic
vote.
On a recent trip to Texas, President Obama visited the southern border. He presented that border security has been substantially addressed (and he’s right), citing the
increased levels of staffing with Customs and Border Protection, the dramatic rise in
deportations since he took office, and the investments made in border technologies.
His words:
So, we have gone above and beyond what was requested by the very Republicans
(Continued on page 11)
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who said they supported broader reform as long as we got serious about enforcement.
But even though we've answered these concerns, I suspect there will be those who will
try to move the goal posts one more time.
They'll say we need to triple the border patrol. Or quadruple the border patrol.
They'll say we need a higher fence to support reform. Maybe they'll say we need a
moat. Or alligators in the moat. They'll never be satisfied. And I understand that.
That's politics.
But the truth is, the measures we've put in place are getting results. Over the past
two and a half years, we've seized 31 percent more drugs, 75 percent more currency,
and 64 percent more weapons than before. Even as we've stepped up patrols, apprehensions along the border have been cut by nearly 40 percent from two years ago - that
means far fewer people are attempting to cross the border illegally.
He went on to cite other accomplishments, and centered his message on more of an
economic approach. To someone who has been working in immigration for a long
time, the words sounded good. However, the immigration debate has always been
caustic and highly charged. Most experts do not see reform in the near future, but just
mere politicking, and President Obama’s speech was viewed as such. That said, you
never know—border security is tighter, the rest of the debate is not going away, and
politicians like votes.
Briefly...
One Million+ Enrolled in Trusted Traveler Programs. CBP announced this month
that it has enrolled over a million persons in its Trusted Traveler programs, which include NEXUS, Global Entry, SENTRI, and FAST. Trusted Traveler program members
are typically able to expedite their processing, after going through background checks
via an application process. More info available at www.cbp.gov. NEXUS is the pass to
have locally.
CBP Publishes Updated Waiver Guidance. For those who handle waiver applications, CBP recently updated its website on the filing of I-192 waivers, I-212 Consent to
Reapply, and I-824 Application for Action on Approved Petition. By and large, things
are the same, but it may be worthwhile to review, also at www.cbp.gov.
USCIS Launches Spanish E-Verify Site for Employers. Visit www.uscis.gov/
espanol/E-Verify for more details. E-Verify is an on-line employment authorization
system which is optional for most employers, excluding federal contractors. The program is supplemental to the I-9 process.
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Reflections of Tim Eyman
~Alexander F. Ransom
―Government, even at its best state, is but a necessary evil; in its worst state, an intoler
-able one.‖
~Thomas Paine
On Tuesday, May 17, the Whatcom County Bar Association’s Community Law Day Education Committee hosted a panel discussion about citizen initiatives at Bellingham City Hall. The
panel was composed of WWU professor Todd Donovan, initiative activist Tim Eyman, and Hugh
Spitzer, an affiliate professor of law at UW. The discussion was co-sponsored by Fairhaven College’s Center for Law, Diversity and by the City of Bellingham.
Panel members took turns discussing themselves. Professor Donovan was bookish, intelligent; academic. His observations and reflections demonstrated a purely scientific approach to politics in general, and citizen initiatives in particular. Attorney Hugh Spitzer showed his law school
professorial colors and gave a detailed description of the historic framework of the Referendum
process in Washington. I noticed friendly professional ribbing from the panel members toward Eyman. These men have sparred before.
I sat down and listened, more to my inner impressions than my outer ears. I got the feeling
that Eyman is a political outsider. By admission, his maverick citizen initiatives are often vehemently opposed by politicians, and sometimes out rightly rejected by the courts if/when they succeed (see later notes). Nevertheless, it’s easy to see that Eyman is naturally good at politics. It runs
in his veins. He’s fiercely intelligent, very engaging, displays rock star swagger, and is passionate
about using government as a vehicle for change.
Eyman displays an excellent understanding of politics on the local and state level. In his stories you hear anthem, ―Know your enemy and know yourself, and you can fight a hundred battles.‖
1
There’s truth to Eyman. In a very short period of time – barely over a decade – Eyman has cultivated Washington’s initiative process into a political movement and, in fact, become a living;
breathing political force to be reckoned with. The same charisma is often exuded by our most
loved and infamous politicians.
Truth to tell, I was ready for this impression. My purpose here was to understand Tim Eyman on a deeper level. What are his weaknesses? Why so intense? Why so galvanizing? Who are
his enemies? Why do they oppose him? Intrigued, I Googled Tim Eyman beforehand. Apparently,
an organization titled Permanent Defense has made it their mission to oppose right wing initiatives
and fight Tim Eyman. They state, ―Tim Eyman . . . uses the Evergreen State’s initiative and referendum process to undermine representative democracy by forcing public votes on schemes purposefully intended to wreck government. Eyman is one of many Grover Norquist clones trying to
(Continued on page 13)
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dismantle America’s common wealth at the state level.‖ 2
Permanent Defense did a fairly good job exposing Tim Eyman’s weaknesses. According to
their website, Tim Eyman’s record includes almost no successes but is instead filled with failures
and defeats over the last decade. Their ―Tim Eyman Failure Chart‖ reviews the last 16 Initiatives
he sponsored. 3 The reasons why are varied: two initiatives were suspended or partially voided by
the Legislature or the courts, three were declared unconstitutional by the State Supreme Court, four
were rejected by voters, and five were attempted (got to the signature drive stage) but failed to qualify for the ballot. 4
Under this veil of knowledge – this filter, if you will – I watched Tim Eyman speak. He
showed interesting hand gesticulations, bits of humor, and a brightness that was, quite simply, great
fun to be around. I also sensed an edge of . . . something. I couldn’t put my finger on it. A scorpion’s tail? For some reason, I felt uneasy while Eyman discussed the benefits of citizen initiatives.
Why? I asked myself, Isn’t that what government is supposed to do? Discover the will of the people, identify problems, create solutions, and make programs or something? I dug deeper into my
unease. Sometimes the will of the people can usher in a mob mentality. Painfully, I remembered
Initiative 200 (I-200). This was Eyman’s first initiative. Like most every minority in Washington, I
thought, ―What a jerk,‖ when Eyman successfully gathered enough signatures for I-200 to make the
ballot. The voters embraced it. I-200 effectively ended Affirmative Action in Washington, which
was only alive for some 30 years through the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
I remembered the specter of I-200 as I watched Eyman talk. Memories became a rock in my
hand. I wanted to throw it at him. Interestingly, Professor Donovan said something which snapped
context and reality into my forming negative impressions of Tim Eyman. He said, ―Aren’t we inclined to label any initiatives we oppose as ―mob mentality’‖? A clear defense of the Inititive Process. Laughter floated from the audience. I myself chuckled. That grudge; that rock, that whatever
monkey on our back we analyze to death may, someday, need to be recognized as a burden and
thrown into the ocean; not at an enemy. Let’s face it: Affirmative Action needed to end, eventually.
Perhaps 1998 was the right time.
I departed the panel and let my thoughts of Eyman gel into something coherent. Overall, we
can learn from Tim Eyman and his Citizen Initiatives. He/they are a necessarily evil. Sometimes
he/they are an intolerable evil. Thomas Paine, however, said the exact same thing about government as having the potential of being necessary and intolerable. Eyman has become government in
the same way great artists and entertainers becoming their art. He’ll continue to reach interesting
levels in his career.
Those who disagree with Eyman’s politics are inclined to fear and misunderstand him. To
them, I say, ―Don’t hate.‖ Simply understand Eyman wields a big stick. Underestimate him at your
peril. At the young age of 44, Eyman is still new to this; young, and inexperienced. ―I’ve only
(Continued on page 14)
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been doing this for 12 years,‖ he said, tipping his hat to his win/loss record.
I like Tim Eyman because he’s honest about his beliefs. He puts his agenda on his shoulder
and wears it like the big, beautiful chip that it is. I can respect that, even if we don’t share similar
beliefs. And admittedly, I like Eyman’s style. He’s a maverick patriot and a shot to the arm of the
political machine; an institution which is quick to tax us, difficult to access, and rife with bureaucratic red tape. Eyman showed us that government’s greatest weakness is the fact that special interests pay politicians major bucks to push their agenda. The system – these legislative sessions – become a cacophony of BS agendas. We think, What happened to the real issues? What happened to
will of the people? Why should I pay taxes I don’t want to pay? Eyman has broad appeal. Republicans love him because he’s staunchly Republican. Democrats love him because he gives power
back to the people. Independents love him because he’s so gosh darn independent.
Granted, I’m no career coach or mentor. I will say this, however: Eyman must learn to pick
the right battles. He must string together some victories. In the past, Eyman revealed himself to be
dangerous. He must now focus on being effective. Only then will Eyman evolve away from superficial hype machine. He’ll become a credit to the Republican Party, a true spokesman for the
Initiative Process, and a respected adversary of business-as-usual politics.
At the end of the night, Doug asked the poignant question to all three panelists: ―Do you believe in the Initiative Process?‖ Grudgingly, attorney Hugh Spitzer said ―Yes.‖ Professor Donovan,
said ―Yes.‖ Emphatically, Eyman screeched ―YES!‖ End of discussion.
~Alexander F. Ransom, Esq.
Endnotes
1—
2—
3—
4—

Sun Tzu
http://www.permanentdefense.org/timeyman/
http://www.permanentdefense.org/research/failurechart/
Id.
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Barbecuers, Unite! Why Gas Grills Are Evil
By Josh Ozersky, reprinted with permission, from Time Online

I hate gas grills. Perhaps hate is too strong a word. No, hate is the word. While I love gas ranges, and only wish I still had
one instead of the electric coils beneath ceramic glass in my new apartment, when it comes to outdoor meat cookery, gas
is a perversion and a corruption, effete and decadent. It justifies every jeer we heard from behind the Iron Curtain during
the Cold War: voices that said that America had gotten weak and lazy, and that we had become addicted to our own capitalist comforts, crippled by affluence and the soft life.
Were the commies right? Maybe so. Why would someone spend over a thousand dollars (and in some cases, much more)
on a machine that does its primary function so badly? Because it's easier to light? Because it looks cool? Because they
don't like the taste of wood and smoke and the perfume of hardwood
fumes? Someone please explain this to me.
What's so galling about my lifelong war against gas grills is how little
they deliver for their Faustian promise. You're giving up not just flavor,
but also the whole feeling and joy and physical connection that a person
gets to his food when cooking naturally. Gas is grossly artificial, abstract, a formula for the feeding of indifferent crowds. There are no flare
-ups, and no ash to throw away, but there is also no crust, no fire, no
woodsy taste or sizzling, succulent fat. Gas is pabulum, Soylent Green, a
medium for medicating hunger and killing time. It's nihilism in a tank,
and it has to stop now.
Consider: it's spring, and June is around the corner. We've been shivering in the darkness and cold for six months. Is this
really how we will reaffirm life? Grilling, for Americans, is more than a mode of cooking outdoors; it's a rite of spring, an
affirmation of our status as citizens of the land of plenty, free to eat and drink the sunny uplands of human freedom. For
that reason alone, gas should be outlawed. It shouldn't require an expensive appliance to grill. It should be equally within
the reach of every American. Moreover, as a free and mobile people, we should be able to grill wherever we want: on
roofs, on beaches, in parks, in arena parking lots. But all of these are places your gas grill can't go. If you want to feed
people at your gas grill, they have to go to your house. And how free is that? You are a prisoner of hospitality, charged
with cleaning and entertaining, and then getting rid of your drunken guests after the fact.
And of course, all this overlooks the incontestable fact that gas grilling is actually much more complicated and laborious
than real grilling. At the store, they tell you about how you will light your weird blue flames with the touch of a button, or
how some miracle polymer will hold the heat better than any coal. What they don't describe is the drive, inevitably at the
last minute, to refill your propane tanks because you forgot to close the valve, or because, being dead, blank, enormous
metal spheres without any kind of fuel gauge, they impart no information to their owner. Whereas even a blind man can
tell how much wood or coal he has by lifting the bag.
Meanwhile, consider the beauty and power of hardwood coals. Whether in the form of blazing branches, whitened lump
embers, or the slow, flicking fire of hickory chunks placed artfully near one another, that heat source is a primal element,
a part of the universe under your temporary control. It's the heart of the sun, the molten core of the earth, the light of the
world in the very truest sense. It's energy and it's matter and it's the fragrant taste of smoke, the miraculous compounds of
million minerals all released at this one special moment. It flavors the meat as it cooks, and cooks as it flavors, and the art
of mastering its miracle is a lifetime's happy work. Beside it, the most intricate gas grill is a crude and clumsy machine,
and the only taste it gives is of the death chamber at San Quentin and the fear of imminent explosion.
To grill over wood is to be most fully human; grilling over gas is to see the world through a Darth Vader mask, inhuman
and "half-dead in his accoutrements," as the critic Mark Crispin Miller once wrote of that fearsome Sith lord. Add in the
cost, the ease of use, and the ineffable flavor and incandescent flame afforded by coals, and there is only one way to go.
Choose live fire, and say goodbye to gas.
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NOTICE TO WHATCOM COUNTY BAR MEMBERS
OF ACTION ITEMS FOR JUNE MEETING
I.

Approval of Articles of Amendment for Whatcom County Bar Association
See attached letter and attachments

II.

Pro Bono Resolution
See attached

III.

Adoption of Handling Reserves
See attached

WHATCOM COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
Policy for Treatment of Current Reserves
WHEREAS, the Whatcom County Bar Association has approximately $40,000 of unencumbered cash
(Current Reserves);
WHEREAS, the Current Reserves were generated over a number of years of increased Bar dues to accommodate potential liabilities;
WHEREAS, those potential liabilities have been resolved, leaving the Current Reserves available for use by
the Bar;
WHEREAS, a number of options have been reviewed and discussed;
NOW, based upon the recommendation of the officers, the membership of the Bar adopts the following policy regarding Current Reserves:
1.

Creation of Operational Reserves.
a. The treasurer is directed to maintain operational reserves of $10,000.1 This operational reserve is
approximately three months of the operational budget for the Bar;
b. The treasurer is directed to hold the balance of the Current Reserves (approximately $30,000) in a
temporary reserve account and not encumber or expend the same pending future decision by the
Bar as to where such funds might be applied in the future;
c. The officers are directed to present a 2012 budget to the membership in the fall of 2011 that is
budget neutral (i.e., no more accumulation of Current Reserves), and an estimation of the decrease
in dues.

PROPOSED by the Officers of Whatcom County Bar Association except as noted below.
Footnote
1- On a $40,000 annual budget, a $10,000 reserve equals a three month operational reserve. Note the treasure has recommended that
$15,000 of reserves should be set aside as operational reserves.

(Continued on page 19)
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(Continued from page 18)

WHATCOM COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
2011 Pro Bono Resolution of the
Whatcom County Bar Association
WHEREAS, the Whatcom County Bar Association recognizes that there are many low- income residents
who are in need of civil legal services;
WHEREAS, the Rules of Professional Conduct state that it is a privilege to practice law, and that attorneys
have a responsibility to render public interest legal services, including pro bono legal services to the poor;
WHEREAS, the Whatcom County Bar Association participates in LAW Advocates, through which attorneys
can provide pro bono civil legal services to the poor;
WHEREAS, the increased participation by Whatcom County attorneys in pro bono activities, such as those
coordinated by LAW Advocates, will greatly increase civil legal services to low-income people in our community;
WHEREAS, the Whatcom County Bar Association is dedicated to ensuring that civil legal services are provided to those residents who are economically disadvantaged;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Whatcom County Bar Association announces a commitment to expanding civil legal services for low-income persons in Whatcom County through LAW Advocates; urges
all law firms and governmental employers to promote and support the involvement of pro bono civil legal services;
and encourages its members and all practicing attorneys in Whatcom County to provide civil legal services to the
poor in the following ways:
1.) Providing direct civil legal representation by accepting two or more pro bono assignments each year through
LAW Advocates;
2.) Providing advice and consultation services through LAW Advocates; and
3.) Providing a financial contribution or assistance with fundraising for LAW Advocates.
DULY ADOPTED by the Whatcom County Bar Association on June 1, 2011.
________________________________
Doug Robertson, President
Whatcom County Bar Association
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Whatcom County Bar Association—The Minutes
May 4, 2011
Northwood Hall, Bellingham, Washington

I. Call to Order:
President Douglas Robertson called the meeting to order at 12: 15

.

II. Recognition of Judicial Members, Guests, and New Members:
President Douglas Robertson recognized the following judicial members present Commissioner Verge, Judge
Doucet, Commissioner Thorn and Judge Lewis
fice)

The following new members/guests were introduced: Ivan Stoner (new attorney at the Attorney General’s of-

III. Approval of April 2011 Minutes:
The April minutes were unanimously approved.
IV. Law Advocates Report:
Prizes were awarded to Yeun Subedar and Marian Exall.
The annual Law Advocates phone-a-thon will be 5/25.
A slide show was presented showing the first ever recipient of the Rainier Cup, Whatcom County Attorneys. We had the highest percentage of participation in the Campaign for Justice in the state. Fortyeight percent of our lawyers and sixty-seven percent of our judges chipped in. Thirty-three thousand
dollars was raised in Whatcom County.
A number of resolution will be proposed in June and all members are encouraged to attend the bar lunch
to be heard.
V. Committee Reports and Announcements:
Treasurer’s Report: WCBA Treasurer Erin Glass presented the May Treasurer’s Report. As of this date there
were 162 members, $3,30.12 in deposits for the month, and an ending balance of $41,315.30
Washington Women Lawyers – Whatcom County Chapter: One CLE and three events are coming. On May 14
the Human Race will precede a picnic. WWL will have its street law day in June. In November a CLE is
planned that will provide an ethics credit.
Law library no announcement
Board of Governors representative, Phil Buri raised some issues and gave some updates.
Bar dues should remain the same through 2012 or 2013 but probably will increase later.
Use of the Uniform Bar exam was approved. A specific state add-on will cover the uniquely Washington
areas.
The issue raised by the Grant county public defender debacle (standards for indigent defense) is coming
to debate. Caseloads proposed are 150 felonies or 300 misdemeanors per attorney per year. This
debate will come to a head in June so Mr. Buri invites comments.
(Continued on page 21)
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(Continued from page 20)

Bar rules committee : Almost all the same issues are present.. Mike Heatherly gave insight to the committee on
practice in other jurisdictions to deal with the congestion issues. An attempt to get offers from prosecutors
for all cases on a schedule was kyboshed. The 4th judge for Whatcom Superior Court continues to get major support. It is thought all the commissioners will continue to be needed even with a 4th judge. The deadline for proposed new rules is June 15. As elected judges, Judges Grant and Elich can sit on any civil case.
They have both agreed to coordinate hearing one or two day bench trials. They also are willing to act as
ADR or settlement judges. To improve calendaring efficiencies a trailing calendar for 5 days and automatic
calendaring system (similar to King County) is proposed for Whatcom County. A summary of the proposals
is coming by email.
Announcements:
Craig Davis recently passed away.
heimer’s society of Bellingham.

No memorial is planned but donation can be made to Alz-

The Town Hall meeting is set for 7:00 PM on May 17, 2011. The initiative process will be discussed
by the panelists. Check out a videotape on City channel – TV 10.
On June 1 a CLE will be held following the bar lunch entitled, Technology in and out of the Courtroom. Remember to sign up and mark your calendars.
VI. Business:
It was proposed that WCBA maintain a three month reserve ($7,500 to $15,000) from the budget surplus. The
balance of the surplus ($25,000.00) will be held to find a project. Votes will be had in June to spend, save or defer decision on the surplus.
Law Day was celebrated. It was codified in 1961. This year’s national theme is John Adam’s Legacy and Guantanamo Bay. Our founding father defended the British soldiers accused in the Boston Massacre of 1770.
This year’s recipient of Liberty Bell Award is Dan Raas. His outstanding community service above and beyond
the lawyer stuff caught the attention of the committee choosing him. Over the years he has served as the Sehome mock trial team coach (15 years), on the Board of Campfire Council, various local and national Jewish
groups, Farmers Market, Whatcom Land Trust and many others. Bellingham is a much better place because of
Dan’s generosity with his time and talent.
CLE on June 1st – Technology in and out of the Courtroom
VII. Guest Speaker : None
VIII. Meeting adjourned: President Douglas Robertson adjourned the meeting at 12:55.
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